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Concept of the Experiment overall uncertainty of ±15 cm in one-way range

The compact array of high-precision optical seems achievable.
retroreflectors (cube corners) deployed on the With the ±15-cm uncertainty, monitoring the
Moon is intended to serve as a reference point in changes in point-to-point distances from Earth

to the lunar reflector (by daily observations formeasuring precise ranges betwen the array and
points on the Earth by using the technique of many years ) will produce new information on

the dynamics of the Earth-Moon system. Theshort-pulse laser ranging. The atmospheric fluc-
tuations in the index of refraction prevent a laser present uncertainty of three parts in 10r in the
beam from being smaller than approximately 1 knowledge of the velocity of light will not affect
mile in diameter at the Moon. The curvature of the scientific aims of the experiment, since it

is the practice to measure astronomical distancesthe lunar surface results in one side of the short
in light travel time. Primary scientific objec-pulse being reflected before the other side, pro-
tires include the study of gravitation and rela-ducing a reflected pulse measured in micro-

seconds, even if the incident pulse is measured in tivity (secular variation in the gravitational con-
nanoseconds. The retroreflector array eliminates stant), the physics of the Earth (fluctuation in

rotation rate, motion of the pole, large-scalethis spreading because of the small size of the
crustal motions), and the physics of the Moonarray. (The maximum spreading of a pulse be-

cause of optical libration tipping of the array will (physical librations, center-of-mass motion, size
and shape). Some of these objectives are dis-

be approximately ±0.125 nsec. ) In addition, the cussed in references 7-1 to 7-4. Estimates made
retroreflective property causes a much larger by P. L. Bender of improvements expected in
amount of light to be directed back to the tele- some of these categories are shown in tables 7-I
scope from the array than is reflected fi'om the to 7-III.
entire surface area illuminated by the laser

beam. Properties of the Laser Ranging Retroreflector

The basic uncertainty in measuring the ap- Although the Laser Ranging Retroreflectorproximately 2.5-see round-trip travel time is as-
(LRRR) is simple in concept, the detailed de-

soeiated with the performance of photomulti- sign of a device that would satisfy the stated
pliers at the single photoelectron level This scientific aims has received much attention. The
uncertainty is estimated to be approximately primary design problem has been to avoid sys-
1 nsec. When the entire system is calibrated and tematic gaps in ranging data expected to result
the effects of the ahnospheric delay are calcu- from the extreme variation in thermal condi-
lated from local temperature, pressure, and tions on the Moon (from full Sun illumination
humidity measurements and snbtracted from the to lunar night). A preliminary design based on
travel time, where the uncertainty in this cot- discussions among various members of the in-
rection is estimated to be less than 0.5 nsec, an vestigator group and optical engineers was put
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TABLE 7--I. Lunar orbital data parameters

1.5-m range O.15-m range
Present accuracy uncertainty uncertainty a

Quantity (approximate)
Accuracy Time, yr Accuracy Time, yr

Mean distance 500 m 250 m 1 75 m 0.5
','.5m 1

Eccentricity I x 10 -r 4 X 10 -a 1 1.5 x 10 -a .5
4x10 -_ i

AngularpositionofMoon withrespecttoperigee 2× i0-_ 4X I0-_ 1 1.5X 10-7 .5
AngularpositionofMoon withrespecttoSun 5X i0-r 4× I0-r 1 1.5X i0-7 .5

4×10 -8 1
Time necessary to check predictions of Brans-Dieke

scalar-tensor gravitational theory, yr -- 25 25 8 8

_Three observing stations are assumed for periods longer than 0.5 yr,

TABLE 7-II. Lunar libration and relation of Laser Ranging Retroreflector (LRRR) to center of mass

1.5-m range O.15-m range
Present accuracy uncertainty uncertainty a

Quantity (approximate)
Accuracy Time, yr Accuracy Time, yr

Libration parameters:
fl ----(C-A)/B 1X10 -5 3X10 -7 4 3×10 -7 0.5

3×10 -s 4

7 ----(B-A)/C 5X10 -5 2X10 -6 1.5 1.5X10 -e .5
Coordinates of LRRR with respect to 2 x 10 -r 1.5

center of mass:
XI 500 m 250 m 1 75 m .5

25m 1
X_ 200 m 70 m 1 40 m .5

7m 1
X_ 200 m 50 m 3 50 m .5

5m 3

aThree observing stations are assumed for periods longer than 0.5 yr.

TABLE 7-111. Geophysical data determinable from LRRR

Present accuracy 1.5-m range 0.15-m range
Quantity (estimated) uncertainty uncertainty

Ftotation period of Earth, sec 5X 10 -3 10 x 10 -_ 1× I0-a
Distance of station from axis of rotation, m 10 3 0.3
Distance of station from equatorial planes m 20 6 to 20b 0.6 to 2b
Motion of the pole," m i to 2 1.5 0.15
East-west continental drift rate observable in 5 yr, _ em/yr 30 to 60 30 3
rime for observing predicted 10-cm/yr drift of Hawaii

toward Japan, _ yr 15 to 30 15 L5

Three or more observing stations are required.
Depending upon the latitude of the station.

forth by J. E. Failer in a proposal to NASA (re£ homogeneous fused silica. The test and evaluation
7-5 ). facilities at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Cen-

The first financial support provided by NASA ter were used to simulate the lunar environment.
was used to test the proposed design, which con- These tests verified that a metal coating could not
sisted o1 small solid-corner reflectors made o{ be used on the reflectors and showed that the
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failure of total internal reflection at off-axis The tests verified the predicted performance dur-
angles posed serious problems in mounting the ing lunar night and during direct Sun illumina-
reflectors to maintain small temperature gradi- tion within the total internal reflection region of
ents during larger off-axis Sun angles (re£. 7-6). angles.

The efforts of thermal and mechanical design
,Aluminumretainerring engineers in close association with members of

_/.".v,_:"_" the investigator group solved the problems andled to the design shown in figure 7-1. The corner

reflectors are lightly mounted on tapered tabs
between Teflon rings, and are recessed by one-

UpperTeflon half their diameter into cylindrical cavities in a
.-'" mounUngring solid aluminum block. The predicted optical per-

formance, based on thermal analyses under chang-

......... Fusedsilica ing lunar conditions, is shown in figure 7-2.

retroreflector The need for careful pointing of the LRRR

"'-....... toward the center of the Earth libration patternis shown by figure 7-3, which displays the off-" LowerTeflon
mounting rinq axis response of the recessed corner reflectors.

(The curve is the result of averaging over azi-
/'_ muthal orientation and polarization dependence. )

_- The motion of the Earth in the lunar sky becauseof the optical librations o£ the Moon is shown in
insidesur{aceofcavity,' figure 7-4 for the period July to October 1969.

FmURE 7-1, --Corner reflector mounting. The alinement in the east-west direction
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F]cvm_ 7-2.-Predicted optical performance as a £tmction of Sun angle, from thermal
analysis.
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1.o This excellent pointing means that the return

will not fall to extremely low values during the

.9 extremes of the libration cycle. With the previous
.8 information included, the relative expected re-

..... Averageres_nse emllloyedincalculation sponse from July 20 to September 9, 1969, is
.7 shown in figure 7-5. Figure 7-5 is an upper

bound for the performance expected.
=_ .6 The flight hardware is shown in figure 7-6.

The gnomon, the alinement marks, and the bub-
.5 ble level are clearly shown. In figure 7-7, the

__ .4 LRRR is shown deployed on the Moon.
E In tests, each corner reflector which was se-

.3 ]ected for the flight array exhibited an on-axis
diffraction performance greater than 90 percent

•2 of that possible for a corner reflector having no
geometrical or homogeneity defects, The on-axis,
nondistorted performance is conveniently char-

4 6 8 1_0 1'2 14 1'6 l'8 acterized by a differentiaI scattering cross section.
O,deg

d,,
Fzcum_ '/-3.--Average off-axis performance of recessed d-_ 18_ 5X1011 cm2/steradiancircular corner reflectors.

which yields the number by which the photon
flux density (photons per square centimeter)

8 !Jul 1, 1969 incident on the reflector array must be multi-

6 _ _ pliedtogivethenumberofphotonspersteradian

d intercepted by the telescope receiver. The cross

N2 section includes the effect of velocity aberration
_- t and is evaluated for a wavelength of 6943 A.

_0 -- Observations of returns on August 1 and 3,
$2 XX ]Aug28, 1969_{N _d 1969 (immediately before hmar sunset), and on

g6 .8

8 I I I I i i I I //fa __

10 8 6 4 2 /) 2 4 6 8 10 .7 / /
E-,--t--*W /

Longitude,de9 .6 /

FIGVIIE7-4'--Opticallibrati° nsf° rthePeri° d'ulYt° _"SOctOber1969..4 "J/_J'''/ "\ /'X!.f/,#
within the width of a division on the compass
mark. The leveling was within 0.5° , with the .2
bubble oriented toward the southwest. When .1 _ , , , , , ,
combined with the worst possible mechanical Jul 22 Jul 29 Aug5 Aug12 Aug19 Aug26 Sop2 Sell9
tolerances of construction, the east-west aline- 1969
ment is ±0.7 °, and the overall pointing is Fmu_ 7-5. - Upper bound of LRRR efficiencyas a rune-
within 1° of the center of the libration pattern, tion of time.
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$
August 20, 1969 (immediately after lunar sun- FmtrnE 7-6.-The LRRR before stowage in the scien-
rise), show that the mounting (designed to mini- tific equipment bay.
mize temperature gradients at these large Sun
angles) has been successful. Observations of re- corner reflectors (the central spot has a diameter
turns on September 3 and 4, 1969 (during lunar on the Earth of approximately 10 miles) allows
night), confirm the expectation that the reflector for a velocity aberration displacement of approx-
would perform at very low temperatures and imately 1 mile without significant loss of signal.
that the differential thermal contractions of the This was one of the major considerations in the
mount and corners do not produce large strains, design of the LRRR array discussed previously.
The survival of the reflectors throughout a lunar The 2.5-sec light travel time between transmit-
night has been demonstrated. Performance deg- ting and receiving readily allows the mechanical
radation, if any, caused by the presence of debris insertion of a mirror that directs the returning
during lunar module (LM) ascent does not ap- photons collected by the telescope into a photo-
pear to be severe, multiplier detector.

The present beam divergence of short-pulse,
Ground Station Design high-energy ruby lasers requires the use of a

A single telescope can be used both as a trans- large aperture to recollimate the beam so that
mitter and a receiver because the large diffrac- the beam is narrowed to match the divergence
tion pattern resulting from the 3.8-cm-diameter allowed by the atmospheric fluctuations of the
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FmtmE 7-7. -- The LRRR deployed on the Moon.

index of refraction-typically several seconds of during the successful Surveyor 7 laser-beam-
arc. Astronomers refer to this effect as "see- pointing tests (ref. 7-7). An argon-ion laser beam
ing." The degree of atmospheric turbulence at was brought to a focus in the telescope focal
an observatory at a given time thus determines plane at the Moon-image spot that was chosen
the size of the laser beam on the lunar surface, for illumination. When the laser beam filled the
producing a spread of approximately 2 km per exit pupil of the telescope and matched the
sec of arc divergence, f-number, the collimated beam was projected

Techniques for pointing such narrow beams to to the selected location on the Moon and de-
a specific location on the Moon were developed tected by the television camera on the Surveyor
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7. For the Apollo laser ranging experiment, the
beam is matched into the telescope by using a
diverging lens, because it is not possible to focus
high-power ruby laser beams in air without
eausing electrical breakdown. The direction of
the projected beam is monitored by intercepting
a small portion of the beam with corner reflectors
mounted on the secondary mirror-support struc-
ture. These reflectors return the intercepted light
in such a manner that the light is brought to
focus, superimposed on the image of the Moon,
at the spot to which the beam is being sent. A
beam splitter coated with a highly damage-
resistant, multilayer dielectric coating reflects the FIGtraE7-9. -- Lick Observatory, University of California,
laser beam into the telescope and transmits the at Mount Hamilton, California.
image of the Moon and the laser light inter-
cepted by the telescope corner reflectors into
the guiding system (ref. 7-8).

A view of the region of the Moon around
Tranquility Base is shown in figure 7-8, which
was taken through the guiding eyepiece of the
McDonald Observatory 107-in. telescope. The
reticle marks used to guide from craters are
clearly shown, along with the intercepted laser
light. In final alinement, the small circle is made
to coincide with both Tranquility Base and the

FmtrnE 7-10. -- Lick Observatory 120-in. telescope dome.

center of the laser spot. The large size of the
laser spot is caused by imperfections in the
telescope corner reflectors, not by beam diver-
gence. The diameter of the retiele circle is ap-
proximately g.6 seconds of arc. Many craters are
not resolved because of poor seeing conditions
at tile time the photograph was made.

Figures 7-9 to 7-14 are views of the Lick Ob-
servatory, University of California, at Mount
Hamilton, California; the Lick Observatory 1,00-
in. telescope, the seeond largest in the world;
the McDonald Observatory, University of Texas,
at Mount Locke, Tex.; and the McDonald Ob-
servatory 107-in. telescope, the third largest in
the world. Lasers were mounted in a stationary

FIC_aE 7-8.- View through guiding eyepiece of the position at a coud6 focus of each instrument.
McDonald Observatory 107-in. telescope during proc- The Lick Observatory participated in the ac-
ess of alinement, quisition phase of the experiment to increase
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....

Ficur_7-11. --Lick Observatory 120-in. telescope.
Fxctrv,E 7-13.- McDonald Observatory 107-in. telescope.

turns were observed on August 20, September 3,
September 4, and September 22, 1969, at the Mc-
Donald Observatory.

Observationsat the Lick Observatory
System A

The ranging system at the Lick Observatory
consisted of a giant-pulse, high-powered ruby
laser (operated at the coud6 focus) which was
optically coupled through the 120-in. telescope
and could be fired at 30-sec intervals. The angu-
lar diameter of the outgoing beam was approxi-
mately 2 seconds of arc and made a spot of light

FxGtrm_7-12.- McDonald Observatory, University of on the Moon approximately 2 miles in diameter.
Texas, at Mount Locke, Tex. The return signal was detected by a photomulti-

plier that was mounted at the coud6 focus be-
the probability of getting early returns because hind a 10-second-of-arc field stop and a narrow
the weather and seeing there are generally excel- (0.7 A) filter, which were used to reduce the
lent in the summer. Returns at the Lick Observa- background illumination from the sunlit Moon.
tory, which is no longer in operation, were ob- A time-delay generator (TDG), initiated by the
served on August 1 and 3, 1969. The McDonald firing of the laser, was used to activate the
Observatory is equipped to make daily range acquiring electronics approximately 2.5 sec (the
measurements, weather permitting, for years. Re- Earth-Moon round-trip time for Iight) later. The



FiGum_ 7-14. -- Optical path in the McDonald Observatory 107-in. telescope.

delay generator was set for each shot by using channel. The scaIers then contained a quantized
the LE 16 ephemeris. (See the section of this summary of the detector output for a short time
report entitled "The Lunar Ephemeris: Predic- interval centered on the expected arrival time
tions and Preliminary Results.") of the reflected signal. After each scaler cycling

Following the pulse produced by the TDG, following a laser firing, a small online computer
the output pulses from the photomultiplier were read the contents and reset the scalers. The corn-
channeled sequentially into 12 binary scalers, purer stored the accumulated count for each of
Each scaler channel had a dwell time that was the scalers and provided a printed output and
adjustable from 0.25 to 4 /_sec (ref. 7-8). The a cathode-ray-tube display of the data.
routing of the pulses to the scalers was such that Scattered sunlight from the lunar surface pro-
a pulse arriving within 0.1 _see of the end of a duced a random background that slowly filled
channel would also add a count to the following the 12 time channels. Because the return from
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the retroreflector occurred with a predetermined average of 1.6 detectable photoelectrons per
delay, the channel that corresponded in time to shot. This number is a lower limit to the true
the arrival of the signal accumulated data at a average because interference effects and guiding
faster rate than the other 12 channels. Figure errors probably reduced the number of returns
7-15 illustrates this point by showing the way in that were recorded. The strength of this signal
which the data actually accumulated during run and the lack of "spill" into adjacent channels
18. Following acquisition on the night of August clearly show that the signal did not come from
1, 1969, 169 shots were fired. Range gate errors the "natural" lunar surface, from which the
occurred on 27 shots, and 22 shots were fired retnrn would be distributed over approximately
with the telescope pointed away from the re- 8 _sec. The timing of the trigger from the TDG
flector. For the remaining 120 shots, approxi- relative to Mulholland's ephemeris was changed
mately 100 above-background counts were re- three times, and the channel widths were de-
ceived. These results represent a return expecta- creased from 2 to 1 _sec and then to 0.5 /_.sec.
tion in excess of 80 percent and show that all After each change, the signal appeared in the
parts of the experiment operated satisfactorily, appropriate channel. The data from runs 10 to
Assuming a Poisson distribution of the recorded 21, the interval from the first acquisition to the
photoelectrons, the returns correspond to an close of operation, are shown in table 7-IV.

Nine runs containing 162 shots were made before
acquisition.

5 shots Figure 7-16 shows a plot of the data taken
from table 7-IV. Runs 12 and 14 have not been

r""--1 r--'--1 plotted in fgure 7-16 because errors in setting
the TDG invalidated the timing. During run 19,

10shots the telescope was not pointed at the reflector,

and no returns were seen. Because of a fortuitous
r-""-I r- _1------1 r------3 splitting of the return between two channels on

two runs, an effective timing precision of 0.1
_sec was achieved. This precision is equivalent
to a range error of approximately 15 m. In figure

15shots 7-16 an apparent drift in the time the returns

were detected, relative to Mulholland's predic-
tions, is shown. The drift was caused by the 120-

r----n F [-"7 in. telescope being located approximately 524 m
east of the locations given for the Lick Observa-
tory in the American Ephemeris and Nautical

__ Almanac. A curve showing this correction to the

20shots original ephemeris is given in figure 7-16. Trans-
lation of this curve along the ordinate is allow-
able, and the amount of time gives the difference
between the observed range and the predicted
range. When the correct coordinates are used,
the observations agree with the predicted curve.

I L I I I I I

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 System BAhead_ Behind
Timerelativeto predictedtime, _tsec The primary function of acquisition system B

I I I I I I I I I I I I I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 at the Lick Observatory was to locate the de-

Channelnumber ployed LRRR in range and position. System B
Fmtre_ 7-15.- Histogram showing the growth of the was not intended to satisfy the long-term objec-

retroreflected signal in channel 6. tives of the lunar ranging experiment; however,
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TABLE 7-IV. Log of observation data showing acquisition

Total counts u.t. Time
No. /or middle Channel o/first

Run Channel o/ oJ run, width, chamrel a
shots Ilr:mi_z Ixsec Psec

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

10 12 8 16 18 12 14 10 17 ]3 _27 12 12 20 10:21 2.0 --20
11 12 12 12 11 11 6 13 i1 14 b26 10 14 14 10:32 2.0 --20
12 (c) (c) (c) (e) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (e) (c) (c) 16 -- 2.0 --1O
13 13 8 8 12 7 b18 11 5 6 7 8 12 13 11:04 2.0 --10
14 (c) (e) (e) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) 6 - 1.O - I0

415 4 3 3 5 4 b17 6 8 10 5 6 8 18 11:23 1.0 --5
16 1 1 2 2 b6 3 3 1 2 1 3 2 10 11:36 .5 --1
17 6 3 4 2 bll b9 2 7 2 4 2 5 16 11:45 .5 --1
18 3 1 3 5 3 b19 3 3 4 1 0 4 22 ]2:03 .5 --1

el9 3 3 3 10 4 3 5 2 5 5 8 5 22 12:19 .5 --1
_20 2 1 1 0 3 4 _6 2 4 2 2 4 10 12:23 .5 -- 1
21 5 2 2 3 2 1 b12 bll 3 " 4 5 2 22 12:45 .5 --1

a With respect to ephemeris predictions.
b Channel in which return was expected.
c Range-gate errors invalidated data.
dData from three shots with erroneous range gates deleted from tabulation.
°Telescope pointed 16 km south of reflector.
f Thin clouds noted near Moon.

System B was designed to be a sensitive, rood- polarized light. The small fraction of light seat-
erately precise, semiautomatic, high-repetition tered or reflected from the beam splitter was
rate system using existing off-the-shelf equipment detected by an FW 114A biplanar photodiode.
wherever possible. The output of the photodiode was used for the

System B was composed of several essentially range measurement initiation pulse and for
independent subsystems. These subsystems were monitoring the operation of the laser. The beam
the laser-transmitter/power-supply assembly, the splitter was also used to couple a vertically
receiver-detector ranging system, the range gate polarized helium-neon laser beam along the same
generator and data control and recorder system, axis as the ruby beam. A helium-neon laser was
and the time standard system, mounted parallel to the ruby laser, and the re-

The laser transmitter uses oscillator and ampli- sultant beam was expanded by a small autocolli-
tier heads employing a conventional rotating- mator and then reflected by a mirror mounted
prism, bleachable-absorber, "Q-switch" mecha- parallel to the beam splitter. The reflected beam
nism. The oscillator and amplifier heads are iden- was then rereflected by the beam splitter along
tical and use ll0-mm-long, 15-mm-diameter the laser axis. The laser produced an elliptical
Brewster-Brewster rubies. An existing laser sys- cross-section beam that was corrected and ex-
tern that was modified for this program was panded to 50 mm in diameter by the Brewster
capable of operation at 10 J at 3-see intervals entrance prism telescope. The 50-mm exit beam
with a pulse width of 60 to 80 nsee. was reflected at right angles onto a 50-mm-aper-

For operation at the Lick Observatory, modi- ture F39 lens that was positioned at the appro-
fieation of the laser system required the ineor- priate place with respect to the coud6 focus of
poration of all normal transmit-receive ranging the 120-in. telescope optical system.
functions and of a boresight capability onto the The returning energy follows essentially the
laser case. An optical-mechanical assembly (fig. same path as the transmitted energy. A flip mir-
7-17) was designed to be attached to the laser ror, actuated by a small solenoid, reflects the
case. The exiting laser beam passed through a returning signal after the signal is passed through
beam splitter, which was oriented at Brewster's the correcting telescope to a field-limiting lens
angle for minimum reflection of horizontally and aperture. The aperture in the field-limiting
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20[- transmitted pulse, the discriminator was used to
/ stretch each detected pulse by the length of the

transmitted pulse. A coincidence overlap equal
to the transmitted pulse duration was necessary

i0 because, lacking discrimination, a photoelectron
from each photomultiplier tube could be related

_ to any time within the transmitted pulse dura-
tion. The outputs of the discriminators wereo_

; AND'ed in the EGG C102B/N coincidence

_ l_ module.
_ The actual range measurement (fig. 7-18) was

made with a 1-nsec time-interval counter. The
time-interval counter was started by the photo-1
diode output each time the laser transmitter
operated. The discriminators and the stop chan-
nel of the time-interval unit were disabled by the
range gate until the expected time of arrival of

20 the reflected laser pulse. If both photomultiplier
tnbes detected a photoelectron within the coin-
cidence resolving time of the EGG C102B/N, the
output would stop the time-interval unit.

30 I I , _ The photodiode signal was used in two otherlO:OO 11:00 12:00 13:00
u.t.. hr:min measurements. First, the signal was used to stop

a 100-_sec-resoIution time-interval unit that was
Fmtrm_ 7-16.-Three-dimensional figure showing the started by the "ontime" timing signal from thetime of the run (abscissa), the range window during

which the equipment was open for receiving data real-time clock. This measurement determined
(ordinate), and the number of counts in each channel the time, to the nearest 100 /_sec, of the range
(width of the bar). It is clear that in each run in measurement. The pulse was also converted,
which returns were expected they were seen in the monitoring the overall performance of the lasercorrect channel. During run 19 (third from right-hand
end), the telescope was pointed away from the re- during the operation.
flector, and no returns were seen. System B was controlled and operated by a

special digital logic assembly. This device (fig.
7-19) generated laser fire signals and the range

system is sized for a 10-second-of-are field of gate window, sampled all measurement devices
view in space. Light passing through the aper- for information, and recorded the information.
ture is collimated and passed through a 2.7-A One of the most important aspects of the oper-
bandpass filter. The light is divided into two ation is the generation of the range gate window,
equal beams by a dividing prism; then, the based on knowledge of where the retrorefleetors
beams of light enter the enhancement prism on should be. Furthermore, because this information
each of the two photomultipliers, may not be as accurate as required, it is neees-

Two detectors (operating in coincidence)and sary to change the information essentially in
a range gate were used to eliminate as much real time. The range gate window was generated
extraneous background noise as possible. Type with an externally, as well as manually, pro-
56 TVP photomultipliers used enhancement gramed delay pulse generator. The programed
prisms to allow multiple reflection of the en- input for the delay pulse generator was obtained
trance light from the photocathode. The output from a lunar prediction drive tape containing
of each photomultiplier tube was discriminated the expected round-trip time interval to the lunar
and shaped with an EGG TI05/N dual discrimi- surface for every 3 see of time. A digital com-
nator. Because theoretical considerations indicate parison between the command time on the tape
that only a few photoelectrons occur for each and real time was made to maintain the tape in
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FlcunE 7-17, -- Optical schematic of system B at Lick Observatory.

synchronization with real time. The range infor- The total number of apparent measured ranges
marion on the tape was then stored and trans- during this period was 98. The low number of
ferred to the delay pulse generator prior to each returns relative to the number of transmitted
laser firing. The laser firing started the delay pulses is related to a slight (2 see of are) mis-
pulse generator; and after the predicted delay, alinement in the detector optical system and
a pulse initiated the range-gate-window pulse to the failure of the delay pulse generator to
generator. The range-gate-window length was operate in the externally programed mode. Fur-
variable and was used to enable the detector dis- thermore, because returns were not immediately
criminators and the range time-interval unit at recognized, an angle search was made over a
the time a return signal was expected, longer time period.

The measured data were recorded with a The measured range time could have three
multiplexing data gate and standard line printer, possible sources: a return from the retroreflector,
The control section generated print commands a return from the hmar surface, or random noise
for each series of measurements at the correct coincidence from reflected sunlight and back-
time during the 3-see cycle period. The control ground. Statistically, 35 to 50 noise coincidences
section obtained timing signals from the time and approximately 30 lunar surface ranges would
standard rack (fig. 7-20). Real time was main- be expected in 1200 firings. Because the numbers
tained to an accuracy of ±10 _sec during the agree, within acceptable limits, with the total
operation, by comparing signals from the Loran number measured, it is not obvious that returns
C chain with the real-time clock using the Loran from the retroreflectors were measured. How-
C synchronization generator, ever, any returns from the retroreflectors should

The system was operated for a period of 1 hr fall within the precision of the system or within
and 45 min on the morning of August 3, 1969, 100 nsec with respect to the true range to the
during which the laser was fired 1230 times, package.
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The observed range time measurements were jzsec. The data lying outside of the --+5 /zsee
compared arithmetically with the predicted range were not displayed because no interval contained
time and then linearly corrected because of a more than one point and because no significant
known parallax error. The parallax error oe- bunching was observed. The histogram clearly
curred because a different site was used for the shows a central peak that cannot be supported
range predictions. The linear correction was by any statistical interpretation other than one
performed by taking the initial range residuals assuming returns from the retroreflector.
and fitting (in a least squares sense) a first-order
polynomial to the residuals. Then, only those Observations at the McDonald Observatory
residuals occurring within a certain range of the
polynomial were used to redefine the polynomial. The laser in use presently is a custom-built
This technique was used successively three times two-stage pockeIs-cell switched ruby system.
to generate a polynomial about which 11 of the Typical operating conditions were as follows:
measured ranges had a root mean square of 45 (1) Energy: 7 J
nsec. Furthermore, because of the parallax error, (2) Pulse width: 20 nsec
the coefiqcients of the polynomial agree with the (3) Beam divergence: 2.4 mrad (measured at
expected deviations from the predicted range, full energy points )

The range residuals corrected to this linear (4) Repetition rate: once every 6 sec
equation were used to construct a histogram (fig. (5) Wavelength: 6943.0 -4- 0.2 A at 70 ° F
7-21) with 100-nsec intervals from -5 to +5 (6) Amplifier rod diameter: 0.75 in.
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The detector package contained a photomulti- figure %22. The electronics consist of a multistop
plier that had a measured quantum efficiency of time-to-pulse-height converter (MSTPHC) for
5 percent at 6943 angstroms and a dark current coarse range search covering an interval of 30
of 80 000 counts per _econd. When cooled by tzsec with 0.5-tzsec bins (ref. 7-8) in addition to
dry ice (as during ranging operations), the dark the core circuits forming part of the intended
current was 10000 counts per second. Spectral subnanosecond timing system. The initial and
filters with widths of 3 and 0.7 A were available, final vernier circuits of this system were not in
Both filters were temperature controlIed. Pin- use. The range prediction provided by J. D. Mul-
holes restricting the field of view of the telescope holland was recorded on magnetic tape at 6-sec
to 6" or 9" were commonly used. An air-driven intervals. The online computer read the range
protective shutter was closed during the time of prediction, set the range gate TDG, and fired the
laser firing, opening for approximately 1 sec laser within 1 _see of the integral 6-see epoch. The
around the time for receiving returns. The net TDG activated the MSTPHC, triggered a slow-
efficiency of the whole receiver, ratio of photo- sweep oscilloscope (the display being recorded
electrons produced to photons entering the tele- on photographic film) and a fast-sweep oscillo-
scope aperture (with a 3-A filter), including scope (recorded on Polaroid), and activated a
telescope optics, was measured to be 0.5 percent, 10-t_sec gate into the time-interval meter (TIM).
using starlight from Vega. The computer read the number of counts in the

The block diagram of the timing electronics TIM and calculated the difference between this
used during the acquisition period is shown in reading and the range prediction, printing out
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this difference on the teletypewriter to the near- Moon sank too low in the sky. Operation earlier
est nanosecond. The MSTPHC range accuracy in the night had been prevented by cloud cover.
depended on the TDG, whereas the TIM range The randomness of the difference between the
accuracy is entirely independent of the TDG. TIM printout and the ephemeris prediction en-

The first high-confidence-Ievel return was re- abled a statistical reduction of the data even
corded by the MSTPHC for a 50-shot run at without the vernier circuits designed to inter-
approximately 2:50 Greenwich mean time polate between the 50-nsec digital intervals. The
(G.m.t.) on August 20, 1969 (fig. 7-23). A part result is a measured round-trip travel time in
of the corresponding TIM printouts is displayed excess of the Mulholland prediction by 127--+15
as a histogram in figure 7-24. Here, the origin of nsec of time at 3:00 G.m.t., August 20, 1969, from
the time axis is at the predicted range. The lower the intersection of the declination and polar axes
histogram shows a portion of the printouts for a of the 107-in. telescope. The uncertainty corre-
50-shot run taken a few minutes later in which a sponds to +2.5 m in one-way distance.
5-ffsec internal delay was introduced. (This delay Return signals were again recorded on Sep-
has been subtracted in the drawing. ) Noise scans tember 3 and 4, 1969, with equivalent uncer-
in which the laser was fired into a calorimeter tainty. Round-trip travel times were also shown
displayed no buildup. Four other scans recording in excess of the prediction by 497±15 nsec on
signals were made in the 50 min before the September 3, 1969, at 11:10 G.m.t. and by
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FIGUP,E 7-21. --Range residuals from system R at Lick Observatory.

797±24 nsee on September 4, 1969, at 10:10 by the U.S. Naval Observatory Time Service.
G.m.t. During these observations, Tranquility The Koziel-Mitielski model is currently being
Base was in darkness, and the computer-con- used for the lunar librations.
trolled drive of the telescope was used success- Coordinates of the telescope and the reflector
fully to offset from visible craters and track the package are input variables to the prediction
reflector, program. Reflector coordinates presently used

are those derived at the NASA Manned Space-
The Lunar Ephemeris: Predictions and craft Center from spacecraft tracking of the

Preliminary Results lunar module, since this dynamic determination
is essentially the inverse of the predictive prob-

The fundamental input to the calculation of lem and is, thus, more compatible than the
predictions for the LRRR is the lunar ephemeris, selenographic determinations.
which gives the geocentric position and velocity It was anticipated that the topographic model-
of the lunar center of mass. An ephemeris is ing would be the primary error source in the
being used that was developed at the Jet Pro- earliest phase of ranging operations. This belief
pulsion Laboratory (JPL) and is designated LE was based upon the indications from command
16. This ephemeris is believed to be far superior and service module (CSM) tracking of Apollo 8in the range coordinate to any other extant

and Apollo 10, both of which indicated LE 16ephemeris. The available observational evi-
dence is meager but supports this belief. The ephemeris errors of 40 to 50 m (0.3/zsec), and is

based on the knowledge that various estimatesmodeling of the topocentric effects relating to
the motions of the observatory and the reflector of the selenocentric distances of surface locations
about the centers of mass of the respective bodies disagreed by perhaps 2 km for a specific region.
is complete and is similar to that used in JPL The decision to use the dynamic determinations
spacecraft tracking programs. Universal time of the location simplified the real-time processes
(u.t.) 1 is modeled and extrapolated by poly- but did not relieve the radial distance uncer-
nomials fit to the instantaneous determinations tainty until laser acquisition was an aecom-
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plished fact. As the current "best estimate" of
the landing site shifted, predicted ranges were
affected by approximately 4 km (28 ffsec). Site
coordinates for Tranquility Base provided by the
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center on July 22,
1969, are currently being used.

Tracking information is available on both the
CSM and the lunar module during lunar sur-
face operations. The CSM data indicate an
ephemeris error not greater than 50 m. Computa-
tions of predictions for comparison with the LM
ranging data, using the coordinates mentioned
previously, show residuals of approximately 2
kin, with a drift of 0.3 km in 15 min. The expla-
nation of this anomaly is not yet known, but it

FIOURE 7-23. -- MSTPHC display of McDonald Observe- seems to be associated with the tracking station
tory acquisition, location.
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August 20, 1969, at the McDonald Observatory.

Initial acquisition of the LRRR was accom- +2

plished with predictions based on the coordinates I o
of the Lick Observatory, as published in the _ o _ _ ,Improved

American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. The i

Lick Observatory 120.in. telescope nsed in the _ tt ,'predictions

experiment is actually a distance of approxi- _"
mately 1800 ft from that location, causing drift o Observationresiduals

in the observation residuals. The result of intro- I Resolutionappropriatetoeachpoint
ducing the proper telescope coordinates into the t I i
computations is shown in figure 7-25. The resid- 10 11 12 13
uals relative to the new telescope coordinates u.t., hr
appear to be given within 1/_see. Figure 7-25 is Fmum_ 7-25.- Result of using adjusted telescope coor-
provisional and subject to later refinement, dinates for the Lick Observatory. The data are shown
Within the limitations of figure 7-25, these data for August 1, 1969.
are consistent with the subsequent observations
at McDonald Observatory. and the first few laser acquisitions yield positive

Although it is premature to discuss the data observation residuals. If no observation selec-
from the standpoint of any meaningful applica- tion effect is involved, this may be an indication
tion, one aspect invites speculation and prelimi- that the ephemeris scaling factor and hence the
nary inference. The three indirect pseudo-obser- lunar mean distance requires an adjustment in
vations (range biases on CSM tracking data) the seventh place. Such a result would not be
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